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Egbert de Smet was born, has studied and is still living in Antwerp, Belgium. He first obtained his university degree in Sociology. Later on, he turned to information science and technology and obtained his PhD in Information Science with a research project on Community Information Services in public libraries. The social sciences background still drives his more technological interest and work. He is mostly active in international co-operation projects for information services. He also has extensive experience, through his work for INASP during the first decade of 2000, with a theme of academic information access for Developing Countries. He is an expert in the ISIS-technology and based on this became the supervisor of the ABCD system development with the support of the Flemish (Belgian) Interuniversity Council. In his publications and projects he promotes the documentary database approach as illustrated by ISIS and ABCD. Currently, he is working as a project-coordinator for the University of Antwerp.

Sangeeta Dhamdhere is a practicing Librarian and Associate Professor at the Modern College of Arts, Science and Commerce, Ganesh-Khind, Pune, India. She has more than 14 years of experience as a librarian. After her Masters in Library and Information Science, she completed computer-related courses and gained expertise in library automation and digital libraries. She has published more than 35 papers in national and international journals and conference proceedings and published two books. In 2008 and 2015, she received a VLIR fellowship to attend the International Training Program STIMULATE-8 in Brussels, Belgium. She is a member of a few LIS National and International associations and is presently pursuing her PhD and multiple research projects. She is an editor of the Modern College of Arts Library E-Newsletter Granthavedh, Aakanksha magazine and is also working as an editorial and reviewers board member of 8 international peer reviewed journals, including the International Journal of Library and Information Science, the International Woman Online Journal of Distance Education, the International Journal of Information Library and Society, and magazines like Akanksha, Sampoorna Diksha, among others.

* * *

Anwa Adriaanse is an Assistant Director of Collection Development, Management and Access at the University of Western Cape Library. He holds a Bachelor of Library & Information Science [B.BIBL] degree from the University of South Africa. Currently, he is completing a Masters in Library & Information Science [MLIS] degree at the University of Western Cape. He has 28 years’ experience as a librarian, in both public and academic libraries. He is a collection development specialist with 9 years’
experience of managing library technical services including acquisitions and cataloguing. Increasingly, this has involved the acquisition of electronic resources and facilitating access to those resources.

Pawan R. Agrawal is working as an Assistant Librarian at the Dr. APJ Abdul Kalam College, Government College of Arts, Commerce and Science, Silvassa, Union Territory of Dadra and Nagar Haveli. He has earned his BLISc, and MLISc degrees from The Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda and recently awarded a Ph.D. from the same University. He is the author of several research and conceptual papers in library and information science. He was awarded two gold medals for achieving highest marks in BLIS. He is an academic counsellor at Baroda centre of Indira Gandhi National Open University (IGNOU), New Delhi. He is also serving the International Journal of Digital Library Services as an Associate Editor, and for the International Journal of Information Dissemination and Technology as a member of the editorial board.

Donald Russell Bailey is an international scholar in digital teaching, learning and research and is currently Library Director at Providence College, Rhode Island, USA. Dr. Bailey has taught Western languages, literatures and cultures, comparative pedagogy and education (emphasizing East Asian educational opportunities) since 1973. Since 1994, he has served as a faculty administrator in higher education libraries in the US. He is best known for his work in The Commons (Information, Learning, Library and Faculty Commons). His 2008 book, Transforming Library Service through Information Commons: Case Studies for the Digital Age (with Barbara Tierney) have sold several thousand copies and continues to serve as a resource for libraries in the digital age. He is a frequent international speaker (US, Scotland, Czech Republic, Hong Kong, Hungary) and is currently pursuing the role of libraries in creating digital knowledge, especially digital humanities.

Sindiso Bhebhe is a Principal Archivist at the National Archives of Zimbabwe. He is a part-time tutor of records, archives and library courses at the Zimbabwe Open University. He holds a Master of Library and Information Science Degree from the National University of Science and Technology in Zimbabwe. He also holds a certificate on short course of modern library practices from the National Institute of Technical Teachers Training in Chennai, India. He has attended and presented academic articles on numerous local and international conferences which deal mainly with the library and archival issues. He is a part of the research team in the International Research on Permanent Authentic Records in Electronic Systems [InterPARES] Trust. This is a multinational, interdisciplinary research project exploring issues concerning digital records and data entrusted to the internet. He is a member of the Oral History Association of South Africa. He has also published academic articles on the issues of oral history, archival infrastructure and archival diplomatics in international journals.

Gracian Chimwaza, Executive Director at ITOCA-Information Training & Outreach Centre for Africa, Gracian holds a Master’s in Business Administration (MBA) degree from Thames Valley University, UK. He is a PhD candidate in the Department of Information Science, University of Pretoria. In the last seventeen years, Gracian has led capacity development and research projects in many African countries focusing on digital libraries, knowledge exchange, e-resources access, and information literacy programmes. He serves on the Research4Life Executive Council, and the International Advisory Group for Global Open Knowledge Hub (GOKH) at the Institute for Development Studies (UK) and is
on several journal editorial boards. He has been an invited speaker in many international, regional and national-level policy meetings that address ICTs, knowledge sharing and capacity building in Africa.

**Micheal Opeoluwa Fagbohun** is a professional Librarian and holds Masters and Bachelor Degree in Library and Information Science. Presently, is a digital librarian at Centre For Learning Resources, Covenant University, Nigeria. His special interests are in the areas of digital literacy, institutional repositories and community learning.

**Marc Goovaerts** is director of Hasselt University Library since 2010. He developed the Document-Server@UHasselt, the academic bibliography and institutional repository of Hasselt University, since 2003. He has been involved in different projects of UNESCO-IODE/IOC. From 2004 to 2014, he was the coordinator of Oceandocs, the repository network in marine science and oceanography. In 2007, he started the Open Science Directory in cooperation with EBSCO, an A-to-Z- list of Open Access journals and journals in special programs (HINARI, AGORA, OARE, Ejds, …). Goovaerts has been a director since June 2010 for the FAO-Agris and UNESCO-IODE community he coordinated the development of AgriOcean Dspace. In the VLIR-UOS Network Cuba programme he worked on the development of a virtual research and education network in Cuba integrating library information systems, learning environments and research information systems. He was in charge of the VLIR-UOS workshop “Tools for an E-info Discovery system” organized by Hasselt University (Antwerp, December 8-20, 2014). Finally, he was the chief guest speaker and co-organizer of the Workshop “Modern Information Management for Research and Education Oriented Libraries (With Open Source Tools),” Pune (India) November 23 – 27, 2015.

**Jerome Idiegbeyan-ose** is a practicing librarian. He obtained a Master’s Degree in Library and Information Science (M.L.I.S) from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria. He has over twenty articles in both local and international journals including chapters in books. He is a certified Librarian of Nigeria (CLN) by the Librarian Registration Council of Nigeria (LRCN). He is a member of the Nigerian Library Association, a member of the Cataloguing and Classification Section of the Nigerian Library Association, a member of the Research and Development Network (International Research and Development Institute), he is also a member of the Gideons International Ota Camp, Nigeria. He is presently a Senior Librarian and the Head of Technical Services Section at the Centre for Learning Resources, Covenant University Canaan Land Ota, Ogun State Nigeria.

**Goodluck Ifijeh** has a Master’s Degree in Library and Information Studies from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria. He has over fifteen years’ experience in Librarianship, having worked in public, school and academic libraries. Goodluck currently works as a Serials Librarian at the Centre for Learning Resources, Covenant University, Ota, Nigeria. He has also published articles in local and international journals and has contributed chapters to books.

**Julie E. Ilogho** is a Serials Librarian, at the Centre for Learning Resources, Covenant University, Ota. She holds a B.Sc., in Political Science/Education from Obafemi Awolowo University, Ile-Ife, Osun State; and a Masters in Library and Information Science (MLS), University of Ibadan. She is happily married and blessed with four children.
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**Mercy A. Iroaganchi** is a professional librarian. She holds a Bachelor degree (B.A. Hons.) in Communication and Language Arts and Master’s degree in Library and Information Science (MLS) from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria, respectively. She heads the Readers’ Services section of the Centre for Learning Resources at Covenant University Ota, Ogun State, Nigeria.

**Victoria Itsekor** works as a Librarian with Centre for Learning Resources, (Library) Covenant University, Canaan Land, Ota, Nigeria. She holds Bachelors and Master’s degrees in Library and Information. Her research areas are Library for Community Development, Reading Habits, Knowledge Management, Digital and Information Literacy.

**Juliana Iwu-James** works as the Assistant Acquisitions Librarian at Covenant University Library in Ota, Nigeria. She holds an MLIS from the University of Ibadan. She is a member of the Nigerian Library association (NLA) and a certified librarian of Nigeria (CLN). Her current research interests include: information acquisition and sharing, print and e-publishing, information literacy and assisted distance learning.

**Kijpokin Kasemsap** received his BEng degree in Mechanical Engineering from King Mongkut’s University of Technology Thonburi, his MBA degree from Ramkhamhaeng University, and his DBA degree in Human Resource Management from Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University. He is a Special Lecturer at Faculty of Management Sciences, Suan Sunandha Rajabhat University based in Bangkok, Thailand. He is a Member of International Association of Engineers (IAENG), International Association of Engineers and Scientists (IAEST), International Economics Development and Research Center (IEDRC), International Association of Computer Science and Information Technology (IACSIT), International Foundation for Research and Development (IFRD), and International Innovative Scientific and Research Organization (IISRO). He also serves on the International Advisory Committee (IAC) for International Association of Academicians and Researchers (INAAR). He has numerous original research articles in top international journals, conference proceedings, and book chapters on business management, human resource management, and knowledge management published internationally.

**Piet de Keyser** (1955) studied literature, philosophy and library science. After a short career as a teacher, he has been a librarian for more than 30 years at a college in Leuven, Belgium. Since 2005, he is also a teacher in the library school of Genk, Belgium, where he teaches library automation, indexing, classifications and cataloguing. He has published more than 30 articles on the history of Dutch literature, on philosophy and on library science, mostly in Dutch, but some also in English. In 2012, he published the book *Indexing: from thesauri to the semantic web*. Since 2007, he has been involved in few developing projects involving Ethiopian university libraries.

**Manisha Mane** is a Ph.D. student of Department of Library and Information Science, she has competed M.L.I.Sc., SET in Library and Information Science and PGDBM, MBS in HR Specialization from Savitribai Phule Pune University. She is having total 8 years’ experience in LIS field. Currently, she is working as a Librarian at the Shri Chhatrapati Shivaji College of Engineering, Rahuri Factory, Rahuri.

**Munusamy Natarajan** is currently an Associate Professor of Information Science in Jimma University, Ethiopia. Previously, he was working with NISCAIR (National Institute of Science Communication
And Information resources) from Sep 1981 to June 2014. He searched the DBs – DIALOG and STN on demand for different types of users. Assisted for the library management & supported for trouble shooting related activity and automation. Managed the library related activities. Regional Director for (Ex-INSDOC) Chennai for 3 years and 6 months for Bangalore centres. Networking activity – SIRNET and MALIBNET, Established networking applications to 27 CSIR laboratories and Coordinator for IGNOU (0722 centre of INSDOC, New Delhi). Counsellor for MLIS, BLIS and PGDLAN courses of IGNOU. Conducted all types of training programmes and also managed sales and marketing of INSDOC products. For Associateship in Information Science (AIS) course, carried out the entire process of giving advt. in Newspaper, receiving the application forms, scrutinizing, conducting the entrance test, and acted as member in selection committee, etc. Revised the AIS course syllabus as MS (Research) in Information Science and submitted to AcSIR of CSIR. Research Guide in the field of Library & Information Science for FIVE Universities in India viz. Nagpur Univ., Bharathiyar Univ. Coimbatore, JITU, Jhunjhunu, AMET University, Chennai and Singhania University, Pacheri Bari Jhunjhunu Dist. (Rajasthan) Taught several subjects at post graduate level. Attended “Pedagogical skills Training Workshop” led by York St. John University, England in collaboration with INASP during 8-10 April 2015 in Jimma University, Ethiopia. Worked as Faculty for 16 years (at Professor level) for the AIS course of NISCAIR (Ex-INSDOC). He was the Editor of the Journal of Scientific and Industrial Research (JSIR) of CSIR – NISCAIR, a monthly internationally renowned impact factor journal for Two years.

**Paul Nieuwenhuysen** has been a member of the academic staff at the Vrije Universiteit Brussels since 1983, nowadays as a professor. His functions have included: being a member of the management board of the University Library, a librarian for science and engineering, as well as teaching courses on online information retrieval and presentation. At the University of Antwerp inter-university postgraduate program in Information and library science, he has been a guest professor responsible for courses on information technology and on the information market until 2009. At the University of Antwerp he received the degrees of Licentiaat in Physics in 1974, Doctor in Science in 1979, the Belgian postdoctoral degree (named Geaggregeerde voor het Hoger Onderwijs) in 1983, and the inter-university postgraduate degree in Documentation and library science in 1986. He has organized 15 international training programs on management of information in science and technology in Brussels. He is a co-organizer of the international training programs on information technology for scientific information management in Antwerp. He has been the project leader of a co-operation with the National Agricultural Library of Tanzania 1998-2008 and is an academic team member of a cooperation project on ICT with the University of Burundi.

**Similo Ngwenya** is a Research fellow at the National University of Science and Technology in Zimbabwe, in the department of Library and Information Science. She holds a Master of Science in Library an Information Science and is currently studying a Master in Philosophy in Science and Technology at Stellenbosch University in South Africa. Her research interests are in Library sciences, Research uptake and utilization, Science communication and gender studies.

**Nwanne Mary Nwokocha** is a Technical Services Librarian at Centre For Learning Resources, Covenant University, Ota, Nigeria. She holds BLIS and M.Info Science both from the University of Ibadan, Nigeria. Her research interest includes Technology application to Library Services.
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Adebayo Oyeronke is a graduate of the department of Library Science Bayero University Kano. She is a circulations Librarian at the Center for Learning Resources (CLR) Covenant University, Canaanland Ota. She is resourceful, dedicated, diligent, is a good team player with excellent communication skills.

Liana I. Araujo Perez, has spent the last 9 years as a professor at the Universidad de Ciencias Informaticas at Havana. She studied at Santa Clara University specializing in software programming. Her official title is Master of IT Project Management. She was born in Santi Spiritus, Cuba, in 1983.

Md. Mukhlesur Rahman is serving at the Independent University, Bangladesh (IUB) Library since 2004. Before joining IUB, Mr. Rahman served at the Asian University of Bangladesh (AUB) for one and half year as Librarian. He did his BA (Honours), MA and MPhil in Information Science and Library Management from the University of Dhaka in 1999, 2000 and 2012 respectively. He also did one year Diploma in Information Technology from the Assumption University, Thailand in 2007. Currently he is completing his PhD research at the Department of Information Science and Library Management, University of Dhaka, Bangladesh. Mr. Rahman also received various scholarship/fellowship including STEPI (Science and Technology Policy Institute) Fellowship 2016 (South Korea), VLIR-UOS scholarship 2014 and 2012 (Belgium) and Dutch-Bangla Bank fellowship (Bangladesh) and also other fellowships. He is also involved with scholarly writing in various LIS discipline. Some of his writings have already been published in various peer reviewed journals, conference proceedings and so on. He is also experienced in presenting research papers in national and international workshops at home and abroad. His research interests include Digital Libraries, Institutional Repositories, Digital Preservation, Information Retrieval and also other disciplines in Library and Information Science that have a strong relation to computer applications.

Md. Zahid Hossain Shoeb is a Deputy Librarian, Systems in the Independent University, Bangladesh (IUB). He holds a PhD degree from the Department of Information Science and Library Management, University of Dhaka. Earlier, Dr. Zahid earned a MPhil degree from the same department as his MA. He has also earned a MSc degree in Computer Science from the School of Engineering and Computer Science (SECS), IUB. Dr. Zahid is a Graduate of the National Institute of Information Technology (NIIT), India, in Software Engineering and Systems Management. He has a number of research articles in his credit, which have been published in various international peer-reviewed scholarly journals from USA, UK, Canada, Germany, China and India. Dr. Zahid is also a reviewer of a number of reputed international refereed journals. Besides his subject area, he has expertise in the area of performance measurement, service quality analysis, information literacy, tools for quantitative and qualitative data analysis, free and open source software, digital libraries, text and data mining, library emerging trends, e-resource management, knowledge management, bibliometric, and stress in the working place. He is a leading resource individual in his country for training of various programmes on a variety of aspects involving current and emerging library trends. He is a life member of the Library Association of Bangladesh (LAB) and the Bangladesh Association of Librarian, Information Scientist and Documentalist (BALID).

Manoj Sonawane has about one decade of working experience as a Librarian in various institutes. His areas of interest are Content Management, Open Source Software, the Marketing of Library & Information Product & Services and Copyrights. After acquiring his post-graduation degree in Library & Information Science (M.L.I.Sc.) from the University of Mumbai, (2005), he started his career with IN-
FLIBNET (Information and Library Network) and got the opportunity to visit several different Libraries in Mumbai & Maharashtra for training & installation of the SOUL Software. He has experience in the setting up of Libraries from scratch and has gained expertise in operating library software like Libsys & SOUL. He was selected among the top three for presenting a topic on “Copyright of Genetic Sequence” at K. C. Law College, Churchgate, Mumbai. For the last eight years, he has been working for Mastek Ltd. Library (IT Company) as a Librarian in the Information Repository where his work profile includes Information Alert Services, Data Archival on the closure of IT Projects and Software Media Management, along with routine library jobs. To increase the library readership in Mastek, he has implemented various new concepts like iRecommend System, the Theme Based Reader Advisory Services & Bundle library in unique ways which have received a massive positive response from end users.

G. Stephen is presently working as an Assistant Librarian in the National Institute of Electronics and Information Technology (NIELIT), Itanagar centre, Arunachl Pradesh, India, and is waiting for his Ph.D. degree in Library and Information Science, Department of Library and Information Science, Alagappa University, Karaikudi, India. His area of interest includes: ICT, Digital Libraries, and User studies. He holds a MBA, a M.L.I.S., and a M.Phil. degree. He has also passed the State-level Eligibility Test in 2012 for the Library and Information Subject. He has also published around 10 articles in national and international journals, more than 10 papers presented in national level seminar and conferences and has also published 8 chapters in library and information science-related books.

S. Thanuskodi is presently working as a Professor and the Head in the Department of Library and Information Science, Alagappa University, Karaikudi, India. He has around 19 years of professional experience in the field of Library and Information Science. He started his career as a Librarian in the Central Law College, Salem. After that, he served as an Assistant Professor at Annamalai University. He also served around three years as a Tutor for the Commonwealth Youth Programme. He holds a B.Sc. a M.A., a B.Ed., a M.L.I.S., a M.Phil., a Ph.D., and a M.L. (International Law and Constitutional Law) degree. His areas of interest include Information and Communication Technology (ICT), User Studies, Bibliometrics, Webometrics, Research Methodologies and Digital Libraries. Currently he is serving as the General Secretary for Annamalai University Library and the Information Science Alumni Association (AULISAA). He has written 18 chapters in the textbooks of Library and Information Science and published more than 72 research articles in national and international journals. He has contributed around 38 research papers to national and international conferences/seminars. Apart from this, he has authored 1 book and edited 5 books. He has guided 20 M.Phil. students for theses research work, and 8 Ph.D. research scholars doing research under his guidance. He is life member of such professional bodies as the IIPA, the ILA, the IASLIC, IATLIS, SIS, MALA and SALIS. He is the Editor-in-Chief of the International Journal of Advanced Library and Information Science and an Editorial Board Member for several national and international peer-reviewed journals including Library Philosophy and Practice (LPP). He is also the Publication Officer of Alagappa University and Chief Editor of University Newsletter “Azhagu.”

Mayank Yuvaraj, an arts graduate from Delhi University did his post-graduation in Library and Information Science at Banaras Hindu University, India. He secured the BHU Gold medal in 2011 for securing the highest marks in Master of Library Science major. He was awarded a PhD degree in 2014 for his research on cloud computing in Indian Academic libraries from BHU. Presently, he is working
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as an Assistant Librarian (Library In-charge) at the Central University of South Bihar. He received the Second best Poster Paper Award on Cloud Computing at ICAL 2013. He was also invited to deliver his lecture on Cloud Computing at the 13th annual research symposium at University of Kelaniya, Sri Lanka. He is a co-author of two books and has written over a dozen articles on cloud computing. His research interests include Cloud Computing, Knowledge Management, Social Networking, Information Retrieval and Webometrics.